
Meaning
A force is a push or pull of one body on another. A “push” or “pull” is an interaction that can cause acceleration. 

Rationale
Understanding force is important for many applications

determining if a structure will fail
determining the dynamic motion of an object such as a race car
calculating the work done; for example by a spring on an object

Examples
The weight of airplane is the pull of the earth on the airplane.
A guy wire on a radio tower exerts a force (pull of the wire on the connection point)
As the piston in a bike pump is moved downward, the air inside the pump pushes on the piston (this is a pressure 
force)

Attributes
Common units: lbf, newtons

Primary dimensions: 
 
F[ ] = M iL

T 2

Forces always involve two bodies (a force cannot exist by itself)
Force is represented as a vector

Connections
Forces can be classified into two categories

body force ≡ a force that does not require physical contact (i.e. touching); examples include gravity, magnetic  
forces, and electrostatic forces 
surface force ≡ a force that does require physical contact (i.e. touching); examples include the pull of a rope 
on a sled, the push of air on the walls of a balloon

Force and stress are related
stress is the ratio of force to area at a point
force is the integral of stress over area

In fluid mechanics, some common forces are
pressure force ≡ force caused by pressure distribution; integral of pressure over area
viscous force (shear force)  ≡ force caused by a shear stress distribution; integral of shear stress over area
buoyant force ≡ force on body that is floating or submerged; caused by a hydrostatic pressure distribution act-
ing on the body
drag force ≡ force, parallel to free stream, caused by fluid moving relative to a body
lift force ≡ force, normal to free stream, caused by fluid moving relative to a body
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